Digital chest imaging using a 57-cm image intensifier: a receiver-operating characteristic study of user performance.
Chest radiography provides one of the great challenges to digital diagnostic imaging because of (1) the relatively large size of the chest field, (2) the contrast range required to resolve subtle pathological changes in soft tissue density, and (3) the high degree of spatial resolution required to discriminate pathological detail. The field size problem was resolved by using a 57-cm image intensifier whose video output of the chest could be digitized. The issue of contrast resolution was addressed in a recently completed receiver-operating characteristic study of the detectability of low-contrast densities in a humanoid chest phantom. The latter indicated that, despite the smaller size of the digital image, they were adequate for resolving clinically significant soft-tissue densities. The question of spatial resolution in digital diagnostic images is addressed in the study presented. A set of 41 clinical cases were selected to provide the typical range of diagnostic type experienced in routine diagnostic radiology. The images were each presented as conventional film, digital laser-printer, and digital video images. The results of an ROC analysis of five readers' performance in each of the viewing modes is presented.